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This work is devoted to investigating the motivation aspect of professional 

advancement as one of the major features characteristic of forming a professional 
personality. 

In no other industry is the subject of activity required to processes such high 
levels of professionalism as in the nuclear power industry. 

For one, thing, it is indispensable to ensure safety of NPPs. 
It is high responsibility of the personal for safe operation of NPPs that 

accounts for special requirements to personal qualities of plant operators. 
In this context, to ensure safe operation of NPPs it is essential to have 

accurate data on special features of forming professional personality and especially 
on the motivation aspect of professional advancement, considering the role of 
motivation in professional activity. 

Appropriate requirements to personal qualities, especially as regards the 
personal attitude to the problem of safety as the problems of prime importance, 
have been formulated in the safety culture concept developed as a regulation by 
IAEA. 

According to the main principle of NPP safety culture the task of primary 
importance is for the personal to form the required attitude to safety problems. This 
the psychological concept of «attitude» turned out to be in the focus of the modern 
concept of ensuring safety in nuclear power engineering. 

To reveal the attitude to safety (whether responsible or irresponsible) it is 
necessary to examine the motivation sphere of a person and psychological 
objectives dominating in the behavior and activity of a person who works an f 
NPP. 

Safety culture is closely connected with personal maturity of a worker at 
potentially hazardous plant with formation of his personal social qualities. It 
depends to a considerable extent on the maturity of the motivation sphere and 
psychological preparedness of the workers for proper operations. 

Professionalism can be considered as a system consisting of two 
interdependent interrelated subsystems, that is professionalism of a person and 
professionalism of activity. It is not only professional skills, high proficiency and 
competence, but also high moral qualities of the worker, the motivation sphere as 
well as value orientations forming psychological objectives, that appear to be 



factors which reflect     maturation of a person as a specialist and, therefore, affect 
the safety and lack of accidents due to these qualities.  

Psychological analysis of process of forming professional personality is 
closely related to the notion of professional advancement. 

According to A. Galaktionov and V. Vavilov, who coined this term, 
professional advancement characterizes a social maturation of a person through his 
professional activity.  From this viewpoint, professionalism involves not only 
highly qualified work, but also professional culture and the special world outlook, 
mentality and way of living. 

We have considered two main stages of professional advancement: 
vocational training (20 -23 years of age) and activity proficiency resulting from 
professional experience (40-45 years of age).  

Professional advancement approach makes it possible to single out such 
structural components of professional activity as work motives and psychological 
objectives, including the most important component in motivation, namely, safety 
motivation. 

This approach allows to determining the dynamics of the latter component in 
forming a professional specialist working in the nuclear industry. 

The method, witch was developed for investigating the work motivation 
component of the NPP personal, has been used as a research tool and is referred to 
as «Attitude Questionnaire»(AQ): At present the method has a number of 
modifications, in particular, to explore general work motivation of NPP personal 
and to analyze safety motivation of workers at  nuclear  power installations. 

The total sample for exploring the motivation comprised 606 subjects. The 
sample included the Kursk NPP personal, research workers of the Physics and 
Power Engineering Institute of the State Scientific Center of the    Russian 
Federation (SSC RF PPEI), students of the physics and   power engineering 
department of the Obninsk Institute of nuclear power engineering (OINPE) and 
students of a Training Center of the Russian Federation Navy. 

The process of professionally formation of a works is based on forming 
motivation in a particular field of activity. It is essential that professional 
motivation rather that general work motivation should be able to realize his 
personal motives in his professional activity. So we have introduced the notions of 
“maturity” and “satisfaction”, that is reliability of motivation in regulating general 
motivation and objectives of activity. 

Given realizable and mature motivation to enhance safety a worker is 
interested in applying all his abilities and energy to prevent any failures and 
hazardous incidents. 

Fig.1presents averaged data of evaluating maturity (R index) and satisfaction 
(U index) of motivation of five modalities in NPP personnel activity. The 
designations employed are as follows: U stands for utilitarian motivation, P – for 



prestige motivation, T – for achievement motivation, C – for cognitive motivation 
and I – for avoidance motives. In double symbols the first letter designates 
modality of motivation, the second is for “maturity” or “satisfaction” of 
motivation. 

The combination line CR stands for “maturity of cognitive motivation”.   
The Figure shows two columns of data corresponding to safety motivation 

(column 1) and work motivation  (column 2). 
Comparison of the data on two aspect of motivation (in identical modalities, 

for example, utilitarian, cognitive) confirms the fact that safety motivation of the 
personnel is more mature that work motivation. Similar date were obtained in 
analyzing the dynamics of the NPP personnel motivation sphere with annual 
intervals over a four-year period, from 1996-1999. 

To investigate the process of forming motivation in professional 
advancement it was necessary to examine the dynamics of activity achievements 
on the whole and determine maturity of the motivation sphere in this activity. 

That is to observe specific changes in personal features of an advancing 
professional it is essential to obtain data on socialization of NPP work at least at 
two extreme stages of professionalism. 

The present work is devoted to investigation the natural process of forming 
safety motivation during vocational training of a person and the stage of and adult 
working at a plant. 

Examination of safe operation motivation by using samples of 3 and 5 year 
students of OINPE, NPP personnel and research workers of SSC RF PPEI has 
shown that the motivation sphere of the students differs significantly from that of 
the professionals, that is, the NPP personnel and the research workers SSC RF 
PPEI. It should be pointed out that safety motivation of the 3 year students is less 
mature than that of the professionals and differs from the motivation of the adult 
workers to a greater extent than that of the 5 year students. Safety components in 
the motivation sphere tend to enhance during professional maturation, that is, from 
the choice of a profession to acquiring professionalism. The following changes 
have been observes in the students motivation sphere by the time they graduate: 

- Increased cognitive motivation; 
- Reduced utilitarian motivation (mainly at the expense of UR 

motivation “maturity” component); 
- Increased “satisfaction”  of conflict avoidance. 
- Not only does the degree of manifestation of safety motivation 

components change actually (it increases), but also does the structure of the 
motivation sphere. While the predominant motives for the students (a 
sample of the 3 and 5 year students) were utilitarian, prestige and conflict 
avoidance motives, a characteristic  feature for the NPP personnel was  



considerable increase in cognitive motivation, along with prestige 
motivation   and conflict avoidance.  

Examination of safe operation motivation of workers of NPP involved 
the study of the motivation sphere of research workers of PPEI as well as 
submarine reactor operators of the Training Center of the R F Navy. The results 
obtained have shown   that the motivation profile of submarine operators is 
similar to that of the PPEI research workers except for utilitarian motive, which 
the submarine operators show to a greater extent, and also for prestige and 
claim motivations which are reduced because of low satisfaction of these 
motives. And though the submarine operators manifest maturity of these 
motives the priority for the Navy officers is concerned whit the prestige of their 
profession and insurance of combat readiness. These motives are followed by 
professional prestige, that is insurance of safe reactor operation.  

It is characteristic of the submarine reactor operators, that conflict 
avoidance motive and especially its maturity are   important for them. It should 
be noted that “satisfaction” of this motive is guide high. 

Comparative analysis data on the motivation sphere of specialists at 
different plants of the nuclear industry gives evidence that NPP workers are 
characterized by the most mature motivation sphere concerning safety.  In this 
rating they are followed by the research workers of PPEI and  the Navy 
officers. And the last in the list are the students who are to work in the nuclear 
industry. 

The results obtained have demonstrated that responsible attitude of a 
worker to his professional activity characterized by a high level of safety is 
considered   to be a sign of personal maturity of specialist and professional 
reliability of a working in the nuclear industry. 

The results of the work have shown safety motivation to be an 
independent component in the structure of labor activity of nuclear power 
workers. 

They have revealed the predominance of this component over work 
motivation, special features of its dynamics in forming the motivation structure 
of labor activity at different stages of professional advancement. They have also 
shown that it is possible to form psychological objectives of future specialists 
regarding safe operation. 

 
 



  
Fig.1  The structure of motivation-objective sphere of NPP’s personnel. Results of 

evaluating maturity and motivation satisfaction are on the left part of the figure; the 
integrated results according to motives type as a whole are given on the right part. Altitude 
scale on the left has twice more unit price comparing with the right part of the figure. 

 

 

Fig.2  Results of investing motivation to the safety work of specialists on different 
objects of nuclear energy application. 
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